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Review and Evaluation 
 

Introduction: The Digital Portfolio introduces my collection of records that reflect upon my skills and 

experiences. It can be helpful in applying for jobs and negotiating promotions or raises, collaborating 

with Companies/Organisations or any other creative individuals. 

 
Is my Digital Portfolio suitable for my target audience? My target audience are for 

companies/organisations that are looking for an individual like me to be employed in a position such 

as an IT Apprenticeships or other roles like a Website Developer. 

How does it meet the purpose? My Digital Portfolio meets the purpose, and you will discover why. A 

portfolio can set you apart from other applicants, whether in a professional or academic setting. It 

allows me to become more personal and creative in order to expand on and enhance my skills, 

knowledge, projects and experiences. I have highlighted the best samples of my work and the 

showcasing of my other work like Graphics Designing and Photography which set apart from BTEC IT. 

 
How does the website meet your client needs? I have included animations; to keep a simple and 

elegant design; text of relevant and helpful information across all pages; buttons to submit, 

questions or inquires; text areas and text fields to insert text to provide information and media such 

as slideshows and HTML video to grab your attention throughout a consistent layout allowing my 

portfolio meet the client’s needs as my Portfolio. 

Weaknesses of the Website: One of my weaknesses that my peers made were that I had a lack of 

information on my Frequently Asked Question on my ‘Contact Me’ however I have made my 

improvements regarding this problem. I have proposed a question as something like this: “How do I 

earn Revenue?” this question was widely asked by the pupils in my class therefore I have now added 

this in. 

Comments from peer questionnaires: My peers made comments to my questionnaires regarding to 

my Digital Portfolio being easy to navigate around the website using Dropdown Menus and some 

small minor detail that add to the website such as pop ups and implementation of videos to at least 

one web-page however I couldn’t test this feature out as the Video is currently blocked on School 

Grounds. 

The suggested improvements that could be made: My peers suggested some improvements that 

could’ve been made which then have been either fixed or added, in my circumstance: Add more 

JavaScript animations and a fully functional Pop-Up however one of my recent activities was to add 

more relevant information about me on my FAQ therefore I have, with a question proposed as 

something like this: “How do I earn Revenue?” 

The Future plans of my Digital Portfolio: The future plans of my Digital Portfolio will be updating the 

layout to my portfolio, adding more media such as Images and Video and gathering more clients on 

the offers for roles within companies/organisations on my ‘Clients’ webpage. I will update my 

website regularly to a consistent rate, with professional looking logo which is easily representable to 

the people.  
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The End Product. 

I approve my Digital Portfolio considering I had to make a huge change from my original design 

document. Most changes had to be made due to the Weebly not allowing me to use some features 

that I wish I had – because these features were on a paid subscription – therefore all the designs was 

rendered useless in my opinion. I have made these changes to ensure a professional and formal look 

towards my target audience, clients and Konnected. My portfolio contains simple features that allow 

you to navigate seamlessly throughout any page you choose to redirect to, using buttons and 

hyperlinks. If I was to describe my portfolio, it’s simplistic.  


